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ABSTRACT. – The dream in ancient Egypt functioned as a liminal zone between the land of
the living and the afterlife. However, the dream was also a phenomenon over which the
dreamer had little control, and its permeable boundaries allowed both the divine and the
demonic inhabitants of the beyond access to the visible world. Sometimes the result was a
positive beneficial experience, as is attested in New Kingdom royal texts and elite hymns
that relate the awe-inspiring contact a dreamer could have with a god or a goddess. But
another more disturbing belief was that dreams could also allow the vulnerable sleeper to be
watched or even assaulted by the hostile dead. While today we call these events
«nightmares» and consider them psychological phenomena, the Egyptians blamed them on
external monsters or demons crossing over from the other side. These entities included the
dead, and here it appears that the line between the justified transfigured dead and the
malevolent unjustified dead might not have been an immutable one. Drawing upon both
textual and material evidence primarily from the New Kingdom, this paper will explore the
identity and nature of the hostile entities who dared to disturb the sleep of the living.
Surviving spells, prescriptions, and apotropaic devices attest to the prevalent fear of
nightmares while the intricate steps one could take to ensure safety in the night emphasize
the tangible nature of these fears. To protect themselves against such demons of the dark,
sleeping mortals could access the same potent energies that restored order and kept at bay
the chaotic enemies of the sun-god himself.

RÉSUMÉ. – En Égypte ancienne, le rêve tenait lieu de zone liminaire entre le pays des vivants
et l’au-delà. Cependant, il était également un phénomène que le rêveur ne pouvait que peu
contrôler et ses frontières perméables permettaient aux habitants divins et démoniaques de
l’au-delà d’accéder au monde visible. Parfois l’expérience était positive, comme en
témoignent les textes royaux du Nouvel Empire et les hymnes provenant de l’élite : ceux-ci
narrent l’impressionnant contact qu’un rêveur pouvait avoir avec un dieu ou une déesse.
Mais une autre croyance plus inquiétante était que les rêves pouvaient également permettre
aux défunts hostiles d’observer et même de s’en prendre au dormeur vulnérable. Même si,
aujourd’hui, nous appelons ces événements «cauchemars» et les considérons comme des
phénomènes psychologiques, les Égyptiens les imputaient à des monstres ou des démons de
l’extérieur qui venaient de l’au-delà. Ces entités incluaient les morts et il s’avère que la
délimitation entre les morts bienveillants et transfigurés et les morts malveillants et
injustifiés n’était pas immuable. Utilisant principalement les sources textuelles et matérielles
du Nouvel Empire, cet article explorera l’identité et la nature des entités hostiles qui osaient
déranger le sommeil des vivants. Les sorts, prescriptions et dispositifs apotropaïques qui
nous sont parvenus attestent de la crainte répandue des cauchemars, tandis que les procédés
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complexes que l’on pouvait suivre pour assurer sa sécurité pendant la nuit soulignent la
nature tangible de ces craintes. Pour se protéger contre de tels démons de l’obscurité, les
dormeurs pouvaient accéder aux mêmes puissantes énergies qui restauraient l’ordre et
maintenaient éloignés les ennemis chaotiques du dieu Soleil lui-même.

* *
*

This paper will focus on nightmares in Ancient Egypt from the earliest times
through the Third Intermediate Period. This topic is not generally discussed,

for it is not easily discernible in the surviving evidence1. The Egyptians
generally avoided elaborate narrations of any negative events or phenomena,
and bad dreams are certainly to be included in this category. Thus, there are no
detailed descriptions to be found in Egyptian writing, nor in their art.
Nevertheless the typical characteristics of nightmares – feelings of intense fear
and paralysis or a terrifying inability to move while asleep – can be recognized
in a number of spells. These texts provide details on how to repulse nightmares,
and will be the focus of this paper. Other genres of Ancient Egyptian texts
report the occurrence of dreams that can be labelled good or bad, and these will
briefly be discussed.

The evidence for rituals connected with good dreams also remains scarce,
while methods and devices designed to ward off bad dreams are more readily
apparent. For the most part, however, these spells and compositions were
written on more perishable materials such as ostraka and papyrus. It is not
surprising that stelae which mention dreams should focus on those good dreams
that emphasize the dreamer’s positive relationship with those in the duat
(afterlife). The events and deeds recorded in hieroglyphs on monumental stone
were meant to last forever and were carefully selected to promote a positive
memory of the deceased, and to emphasize his role as a righteous member of
Egyptian society. But other sources provide less filtered insights into everyday
life and these leave no doubt that the Egyptians were aware of the darker side
of dreams. The fact that detailed descriptions of bad dreams are generally
lacking has sometimes led to the erroneous conclusion that the Egyptians’
dreamlife was happy and anxiety-free2. In fact, it was the fear of bringing bad
dreams to permanent life that led to the reluctance to express their content in
writing. Oppenheim explains that “evil dreams remain … anonymous; their
individual manifest content remains hidden behind the (grammatical) plural in
which they are consistently referred to in Akkadian, Hebrew and Egyptian3.”
But, there survives much precautionary material, both textual and non-textual,

1. Even the work of SAUNERON 1959 concentrates on good dreams, though in part that is due
to the lack of published texts referring to nightmares at that time.

2. GNUSE 1984, p. 30.
3. OPPENHEIM 1956, p. 231.
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showing that the fear of bad dreams or nightmares was common in ancient
Egypt. Before examining these materials, it is worth clarifying what is meant by
the term “nightmare” within the context of this paper.

Modern definitions classify nightmares or anxiety dreams as measurable
brain-wave patterns that occur during the REM4 portions of sleep and that can
be characterized by feelings of dread, fear, and panic, paralysis, oftentimes
accompanied by the sensation of oppression on the chest5. In this paper, I
include those Ancient Egyptian texts that mention these typical characteristics
of nightmares – feelings of intense fear and paralysis or a terrifying inability to
move while asleep. Also included are those texts which refer specifically to
“terrors in the night”, or “bad dreams” (whether or not these are explicitly stated
to occur at night).

In Pharaonic Egypt, two specific words were commonly used for dream:
rsw.t, a substantive that finds its root in the word rs, « to awaken», and ḳd.t, a
substantive from the verb ḳd, “to slumber6”. While rsw.t was commonly used
from the late Old Kingdom through the Coptic period, the use of ḳd.t was
restricted. Dreams also could be explicitly called “good dreams” rsw.t nfr.t, or
“bad dreams” rsw.t ḏw.t. Nightmares could be referred to less specifically, often
as animated entities who assaulted the vulnerable sleeper. Whether the term
rsw.t or ḳd.t was used, it was always used as a substantive and never a verb,
usually in a context associated with verbs of visual perception, such as mℨℨ “to
see”. In Egyptian terms one did not “do dreaming”, it was not an action; one
would “see a dream”, or “see something in a dream”. It was thus perceived as
an uncontrollable phenomenon external to the dreamer, and this is an important
distinction to bear in mind.

From its earliest appearance in Egyptian texts, the dream seemed to have
functioned as a link between the inhabitants of this world and the farworld, a
landscape inhabited by the gods, the justified dead and the unjustified dead.
While literary texts such as the Teachings of Ptahhotep use the metaphor of
dreams to emphasize that which is ephemeral, untrustworthy, and potentially
dangerous, other texts treated the dream as a sort of liminal space whose
boundaries lay somewhere between the worlds of the living and the world
beyond. However, in dreams the boundary between these worlds was not
opaque but transparent, rendering the entities of one world visible to the other.
But just as the afterlife was an area off-limits and inaccessible to the living

4. REM is an abbreviation for «rapid eye movement» – a visually observable physical
manifestation of a stage of sleep (VAN DE CASTLE 1994, p. 231-235). For a summary of recent
research concerning dreams occurring in both NREM (non-REM) and REM sleep, see KAHAN
2001, p. 338-339.

5. KAHN et al. 1991, p. 446-447.
6. For a full discussion see SZPAKOWSKA 2003a, p. 15-21.
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– while the gods and the dead were able to freely come and go and to access the
land of the living – so too contact via dreams seems to have been initiated by
the inhabitants of the other world, rather than the living dreamer, who had no
control over his visions. When that vision was spawned by a deity, it was
welcomed as an awe-inspiring theophany7. But when instigated by the dead, the
feelings it evoked were not necessarily so pleasant.

We read an example of this in a Late Old Kingdom letter to the dead
discovered by George Reisner while excavating the tomb of an overseer of
priests named Meru in Nag ed-Deir8. The folded papyrus, dated tentatively to
the tenth dynasty, was found in the courtyard of Meru’s tomb, in a subsidiary
burial of a relative, who would presumably have delivered the letter to the
deceased Meru. Its findspot is revealing in that the walls of the tomb actually
depict the individuals who are mentioned in the letter – the tomb-owner Meru,
his son Heni, as well as his servant Seni9. The author of the letter, Heni (also a
priest), writes to his dead father for help, first reminding his father of the fact
that it is he, Heni, who continues to provide offerings for his well-being in the
beyond. It seems that Heni is being bothered in a dream by his father’s servant
Seni, who is also dead. Heni, in what looks to be a case of a guilty conscience,
denies responsibility for the beating of the servant Seni, and requests that his
father prevent Seni from watching him in his dreams as well.
“It is useful to pay attention to the one who provides for you, on account of these
things which your servant Seni does: for causing me, your servant, to see him in
a dream in the one Sole City with you. Indeed, it is his own character that drives
him away. Indeed, that which happened against him, did not happen by the hand
of me, your servant. [Nor] was it an end of all that would happen. Indeed, it is not
I who first caused wounds against him. Others acted before I, your servant, [did].
Please, may his lord be protective, and do not allow him to do harm. May he be
guarded in order that he may be done with looking at me, your servant, forever.”
Clearly, this is not a good dream for though he offers no details of the

circumstances, the fact that this is an unwelcome vision is clear in Heni’s
request that his father prevent Seni from harming him. Specifically, Heni wants
Seni to be guarded to prevent him from looking at him [Heni], forever:
sℨw.t(w)=f tm.t=f mℨℨ(.w) [bℨ]k jm r nḥḥ (ll. 5-6). It appears that not only can
Seni force the sleeper to see him, but worse yet, the dead man can watch the
sleeper. The writer, Heni, expresses his own guilt and anxiety concerning his
relationship with the deceased Seni. Whether or not his guilt caused the
dream10, this is precisely the type of dream that is often recalled by the dreamer,
and it certainly must have had a strong impact on Heni for him to have felt

7. SZPAKOWSKA 2003b.
8. First published in SIMPSON 1966.
9. PARKINSON 1991, p. 143-145.
10. HARTMANN 1984, p. 41-44. One of the motivating forces behind dreams can be an

emotion, including guilt (STATES 1997, p. 235-250).
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compelled to reach out for help from his dead father through a letter.
Unfortunately, we have no evidence as to whether Heni’s plea was heard, and
whether his father successfully prevented Seni from causing his son any more
nightmares.

Other early references to dreams qualified as “bad” are found in the Middle
Kingdom “execration texts11”. These consist of hieratic texts which were
inscribed on bowls or on human figurines usually composed of clay, stone, or
occasionally wood. They have been discovered in regions as diverse as
Mirgissa in the south and Sakkara in the north. Their archaeological contexts
are rarely in royal temple or funerary zones, but more often within the vicinity
of military fortresses or within secular cemeteries12, suggesting that at least
some were created privately. The formulae used are so similar across most of
the surviving material, that they were evidently sanctioned and standardized at
the state level13. The texts begin with a list of foreign rulers hostile to Egypt
(mainlyAsiatic and Nubian), followed by a list of peoples of individual regions,
classes of Egyptians who could potentially be harmful to the state14, the names
of selected dead individuals, and finally a catalogue of menacing forces. It is the
latter group which is of particular interest, for at the very end of this list dreams
are finally mentioned. The inventory of hostile forces is as follows:
“all bad speech, all bad projects, all bad conjurations, all bad plots, all bad
conspiring, all bad fighting, all bad disturbances, all bad plans, all bad things, all
bad dreams in all bad sleep (rsw.t nb.t ḏw.t m ḳdd.w nb.w ḏw)15.”
The content of these “bad dreams” is left to our imagination, but their

appearance at the end of this list helps to show their status in Egyptian thought.
In contrast to the preceding registers of specified rulers, peoples, and
individuals, all of the forces in this final section are incorporeal and intangible.
The target of these forces (such as speech, projects, plots, and plans), is not
necessarily any individual Egyptian; instead, they threaten Egypt as a whole.
Ritner suggests that these may have been perceived as potential “magical
assaults” by hostile foreigners16, which, if true, suggests that a living individual
could actually cause others to see bad dreams. Indeed, evidence from the Late
New Kingdom to the early Third Intermediate Period may provide evidence for
this very control. At that time, parents could take their male or female child to
a temple and receive a promise from the gods to keep the owner safe from
problems and difficulties which could affect the living. These “oracular

11. The most important sources for these texts as they relate to the study of dreams are SETHE
1926; VILA 1963; POSENER 1966b; KOENIG 1990; RITNER 1993, p. 140-155.

12. POSENER 1966a, p. 399.
13. RITNER 1993, p. 140-141.
14. RITNER 1993, p. 140.
15. This translation follows the reading by POSENER 1966b, p. 283 who notes that in the

Mirgissa assemblage the preposition “m” (“in”) is used consistently.
16. RITNER 1993, p. 140.
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amuletic decrees” were written on papyrus that was then rolled up, placed in a
container, and worn as a charm to ward away all the listed dangers17. These
included a variety of diseases and health problems, dangers which could be met
both everyday and while travelling, both foreign and domestic practitioners of
magic, the wrath of gods, hostile demons and malignant spirits, and dreams. A
typical example follows from a Papyrus Turin Museum 1983:
“We will make all dreams which she has seen, good ones.
We will make all dreams which she will see, good ones.
We will make all dreams which any man, any woman, any people of any kind in
the entire land saw for her, good ones.
We will make all dreams which any man, any woman, any people of any kind in
the entire land will see for her, good ones.
We will say good things about them.”
The text specifically refers both to dreams that have already been seen in the

past, and to ones that will be seen in the future. The deities thus appear to have
had the ability to change the nature of dreams already seen and as yet unseen.
The decree acts not only on dreams seen by the bearer herself, but on dreams
that other individuals could see, or be caused to see, of (or on behalf of) the
bearer. In any case, whether in the Middle Kingdom it was believed that the
dreams listed in execration texts were directed assaults or whether they were
viewed as general maleficent powers without a specific source, the associated
rites ensured their immediate prevention. The ritual itself likely included the
very inscription of the sinister entities and forces, sometimes in potent red ink,
followed by possibly binding, breaking, or burying the inscribed item, thus
rendering the listed peoples and forces powerless and inert18. The inclusion of
bad dreams in these lists suggests that, for an Egyptian, this intangible
phenomenon could be as powerful, frightening, and potentially damaging to
individuals and the state as physical encounters with a military foe.

Other textual sources reflect an association of nightmares with diseases and
ailments. The earliest known treatment specifically designed to remedy bad
dreams was found during an excavation of a Dynasty 12 tomb in a storehouse
behind the Ramesseum western Thebes. The excavators discovered a wooden
box with a jackal painted on its lid that contained: magico-medical papyri,
literary texts and fictional tales, a hymn to Sobek, an onomasticon (a listing by
categories of various animals, plants, and towns), a ritual for the statue of
Senusret II, part of a religious drama, copies of despatches to the fortress of
Semna, and administrative texts19. Nearby were found fragments of

17. For publication and commentary see EDWARDS 1960.
18. For discussions concerning the possible details of this rite see RITNER 1993, p. 142-155,

and ASSMANN 1994, p. 53-55.
19. BOURRIAU 1988, p. 110-111; RITNER 1993, p. 222-232.
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hippopotamus birthing tusks, reed pens, “an ivory clapper … a segment of
magic rod”, various amulets and beads, as well as figurines including ones of
women, a lion, baboon, an ivory herdsman with a calf, a wooden figure of Beset
wielding two snake wands, as well as a large snake staff made of bronze, that
was originally found entwined with hair20. The box itself was labelled as the
property of an “overseer of secrets” – one of the titles that could be earned by
a priest21. One of these papyri, P. Ramesseum XVI, contains a number of texts
written in the hieratic typical of the Hyksos Period22. The papyrus is in
fragmentary condition, and only short passages can be read with any
confidence. Two of these passages23 appear to be prophylactic spells against
“all bad dreams seen in the night”, rśw.t nb.t ḏw.t mℨ.t m grḥ (line 21.1), while
the term “every little dream”, rśw.t nb.t šrj.t (lines 18.5-6)24, is barely
discernible in another portion of this composition25. The frequent references to
protection (nḥm and nḏ), as well as instructions on when and how to speak the
utterance (rℨ pn) show that we are dealing with a series of practical spells to
protect the invoker from various harmful phenomena, including bad dreams.

More detailed instructions concerning the prevention of nightmares can be
found in an Eighteenth Dynasty medical papyrus26. Nestled amongst other
spells against excessive female bleeding and miscarriages is a spell that
includes an injunction to prevent a woman from seeing dreams:
“Back, O [male intruder(?)]. Back, male intruder! Back, female intruder! Back!
The gods [at the] head of Heliopolis shoot and repel you. There does not fear […].
I bring you a fine thread of a fabric, the hair of a black fibre, the hair of a dun-
coloured donkey, the liver of a turtle. You say “Away!”, so I say to you “Away”.
This gateway is in order. Do not come out of it !
This incantation is to be spoken over a fine thread of fabric, the hair of a black
fibre, the hair of a dun-coloured donkey. To be twisted leftwards, and to be made
into four amulet knots. To be anointed with the liver of a pig. To be wrapped, and
given to a woman at her abdomen, to repel any bleeding and any infection. This
means allowing the egg to grow strong and not seeing dreams. This incantation is
to be spoken for each individual knot.”

20. BOURRIAU 1988, p. 110.
21. See RITNER 2006, p. 205-225, particularly p. 206.
22. GARDINER 1955, p. 16.
23. Plates LVI and LVII.
24. Quack (personal communication 1999) suggests that this too is to be read rśw.t nb.t ḏw.t,

“every bad dream”.
25. Diane Magee and the Griffith Institute of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford graciously

provided me a copy of Smither’s and Gardiner’s notes on this papyrus.
26. Now in the British Museum as EA 10059, commonly known as the London Medical

Papyrus 40 (13.9-14) in GRAPOW 1958, p. 482-483, WESTENDORF 1966, p. 145. This discussion
follows the updated translation and commentary of Incantation 28 in LEITZ 1999, p. 69. The
translation follows Leitz except for the addition of this author’s interpretation of ḳmℨw as “dun-
coloured”.
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The text employs the generic term “dreams” (rśw.t) which does not specify
the nature of the dreams at issue, but obviously they must have been bad dreams
or nightmares. As with most medico-magical texts, this one involves an appeal
to the divine world for aid in the battle, as well as the use of ingredients
effective on the mythological plane27. While this spell primarily focuses on
preventing a miscarriage with the dreams playing a role only as a secondary
symptom, other spells more specifically aimed against nightmares also treat
them as hostile entities to be repelled. One of these is found in the Ramesside
Dream Book (a compilation of dreams and their interpretations) and is arranged
as a dialogue between the patient and the healer (I have added an indication of
the speakers in italics)28 :

“Words spoken by a man who wakes up on his place:
(Dreamer) : “Come to me! Come to me my mother Isis! Behold, I see something
far away from me, as something that touches me.”
(Isis) : “Here I am, my son Horus. Do not divulge that which you saw, (in order
that) your numbness may be completed, your dreams retire, and fire go forth
against that which frightens you. Behold, I have come that I may see you, that I
may drive out your bad things, that I may eliminate all the ailments.”
(Dreamer) : “Hail, o you good dream, which is seen <in> the night and in the day.
Drive out all the ailments and bad things which Seth, son of Nut, created. As Ra
is vindicated against his enemies, I am vindicated against my enemies.”
This spell is to be spoken by a man who wakes up on his place, after he has first
been given pesen bread and some fresh herbs, (which have been) marinated in
beer and incense. The man’s face should be rubbed with them; all the bad dreams
that he has seen will be driven out.”
This spell provides us with a number of details concerning bad dreams in

ancient Egypt including their distinguishing characteristics, their source, and
effective methods of relief. The patient describes his dream as a vision of
something far away from him, while he remains in his own environs. Thus,
without going anywhere he is able to see things in the distance – a feat
impossible in the waking world, but characteristic of dreams. Whatever he sees
petrifies him with fear, but the goddess Isis promises to relieve the dreamer of
his feeling of being sḫ, a lexeme meaning “deaf, numb29” or perhaps even
“blocked, unbalanced, in shock30”. In terms of emotions, the three classic
characteristics of nightmares are “intense dread, paralysis, and oppression on
the chest31”. The Egyptian word sḫmay in this instance be referring to that very
inability to move and seeming paralysis common in nightmares. The same

27. See the discussion in LEITZ 1999, p. 69 (notes) and for knots see now WENDRICH 2006.
28. Papyrus Chester Beatty III. r. 1-11, P. BM 10683 published in GARDINER 1935. For a

detailed analysis of this passage see SZPAKOWSKA 2003a, p. 163-167.
29. Wb IV 228; HANNIG 1995, p. 74.
30. ISRAELIT-GROLL 1985, p. 83.
31. KAHN et al. 1991, p. 446-447.
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passage alludes to using fire against that “which frightens you” (ssnḏ tw) – an
emotion which corresponds to the intense dread mentioned above. Borghouts
notes that the same term is used in another spell against nightmares (P. Leiden
I 348 v. 2, discussed below), where nightmares are called “terrors in the night”
(snḏ.wt… m grḥ)32. In view of this comparable use, it may be appropriate to
translate the Chester Beatty passage with the stronger term “terrorize”, that
more clearly expresses the idea of a force which seems to be directed toward
the victim.

The passages which follow provide an insight into the source of the bad
dream itself. The spell will drive out (dr) the evil things (ḏw.wt) and will
eliminate (wḥs) all the ailments (ṯms.w nb.t). This term ṯms.w has a variety of
connotations and depending on the determinative it could be associated with the
colour red33, with things that have become dirty from contact with soil or from
being buried34. In this text, and in other religious texts of the time, it seems to
refer to some kind of affliction or hurt that could be perpetrated on an
individual, but that also could be driven out or removed35.
In the case of the Chester Beatty spell, it is these ailments (ṯms.w) and evil

things (ḏw.wt) which must be driven out of the dreamer in order to treat his
condition successfully. These two afflictions are said to have been created by
Seth, the son of Nut (jrj.n stḫ sℨ nw.t). Rather than being the source of
nightmares, Seth is here the creator of the elements out of which spring the
visions, the sense of paralysis, and the terror which make up the nightmare
itself.

The structure of the invocation follows the model found in medical texts
where the healer plays the role of Isis, and the patient her son Horus. This is
certainly fitting in this instance, where Seth, the quintessential enemy of Horus,
is ultimately blamed for the bad elements afflicting the sleeper. To ensure the
efficacy of the treatment, the patient compares his ensuing triumph over his
afflictions – which themselves are anthropomorphized into assailants – with the
vindication of Re over his many enemies. Allusions to Re’s perpetual battles
and triumphs can also be found in the passage concerning the protection against
dreams in the earlier P. Ramesseum XVI, but unfortunately the fragmentary
state of that papyrus does not disclose more details.

32. BORGHOUTS 1971, p. 32.
33. Eventually, ṯms replaced the more common term for red, dšr (LEFEBVRE 1949). Note also

in a medical text (P. Edwin Smith case 39) a reference is made to the production of pus and
redness (ṯms.w), which appears in a gloss as red things (jḫ.t dšr) (WESTENDORF 1999, p. 309,
p. 735.) For the term in reference to execration texts, see RITNER 1993, p. 170 n. 787

34. GARDINER 1935, 19.7; ISRAELIT-GROLL 1985, 84.3.
35. DZA no. 31.243.720 (in Thesaurus Linguae Aegyptiae, online:

http://aaew.bbaw.de/tla/index.html; cited 30/03/08.)
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An essential element of the therapy is contained in the speech of Isis. The
passage can be translated as either an imperative or adverbial adjunct
commanding or encouraging the dreamer to reveal what he has seen36, but it can
also be treated as a negative imperative37 : “do not divulge38 that which you
saw”. While recounting the contents of a nightmare or other traumatic
memories may be a common feature of modern psychology, this would not have
been a common practice in ancient Egypt, where the power of the spoken and
written word were considered performative. Just as the recitation of an offering
formula could activate the listed offerings and magically nourish the deceased,
a detailed recitation or narration of horrific events or actions could potentially
bring them into existence as well. This suppression of malefic dream content is
not unknown elsewhere; it is found, for example, in Indian culture39. A
comparable injunction against telling the contents of a “sinister dream” can be
found as well in Islamic cultures40. Similarly, whatever visions the Egyptian
dreamer saw, they were not to be revealed, for verbalizing them would only
increase the chances that they would be remembered and become a part of the
waking world. The patient is encouraged to remain silent, so the dreams and
other bad things will be expelled, in part of by the use of fire, and presumably
would be forced to withdraw from the victim and return back to their source.
This would create a welcoming environment for good dreams to replace the bad
ones, and helped to rid the patient of his unwholesome elements.

To summarize this passage, the “bad dream” displays all the characteristics
of a nightmare: the seeming inability to move, unpleasant visions, and intense
fright. They are somehow associated with the bad things and the deep-rooted
iniquities or ailments which were created by Seth, a god associated with chaos
and disorder. The cure consists of a spell which attempts to drive out the bad
dreams, as if they were invaders, through the power of Isis and fire, while a
poultice of bread, herbs, beer, and myrrh is rubbed on the dreamer’s face.
Another spell to ward off nightmares can be found in P. Leiden I 348 v. 241.

The text introduces itself literally as “the book of driving out terrors which
come in order to descend upon a man in the night42”. The Egyptian term hℨj
used for “descend43” can also mean literally “to fall upon”. This feeling of being
crushed, often by something monstrous or demonic coming down on top of the
sleeper is a feature of nightmares, and indeed is the common semantic concept

36. The passage in question is m prj.t ḫr mℨ.n=k. See GARDINER 1935, p. 19, n. 5, 6 where he
suggests deleting the m preceding prj.t ; SAUNERON 1959, p. 21; BORGHOUTS 1978, p. 3.

37. ISRAELIT-GROLL 1985, 82.5. This interpretation is also favoured by LEITZ 2000, p. 223.
38. The combination of prj + ḫr can have the connotation of betraying (a secret, for example)

Wb I 520.7-9; HANNIG 1995, p. 283.
39. O’FLAHERTY 1984, p. 23-24.
40. HERMANSEN 2001, p. 75.
41. Published with profound commentary by BORGHOUTS 1971, p. 32-33, p. 176-186.
42. mḏℨ.t n.t dr snḏ.wt nty ḥr jj.t r hℨy.t ḥr m grḥ.
43. Wb II 472-474; HANNIG 1995, p. 485-486.
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for expressing “nightmare” in a wide range of languages including Arabic,
Estonian, Swahili, Japanese, French, and English44. The entities in pharaonic
Egypt most often considered as monsters or demons were often emissaries of
beings in the beyond, or the very dead themselves. In the Leiden spell, their
forms are clear and they are named as both male and female ℨḫw (justified
dead), mwt, (unjustified dead) and ḏℨy (adversaries).
“ ‘Place your head behind, when you raise your face, together with your ba, your
shapes, your corpses, your magic, together with your shapes, your forms.
Oh male akhs, female akhs, male dead, female dead, male adversaries, female
adversaries in the sky and in the earth: You shall contemplate and look!
It is the Lord of All, and it is Those who are, it is Atum, it is Wadjet : the Lady of
Dread in the great bark, it is the Child, it is the Lord of Truth, it is the Lord of
Truth, it is the figure of Atum on the upper road, it is the consuming flame by Sia,
Lord of Heaven. The earth is on fire, the sky is on fire, the people and gods are on
fire. You say you are hidden against it (but) ‘it is come’ – as is its name in truth.
Beware of the flame which comes forth from the Two Horizons!’
Words to be said over the image which is in drawing, made upon a choice piece
of linen, to be placed (on) the throat of a man until he is seen to be quiet.”
Of note is that the initial method of repulsing the particular evil entity

responsible for this nightmare, is to command it to turn its head or face
backwards, away from the dreamer. This injunction against facing the sleeper
reappears in another spell against nightmares (discussed below), and may also
be explained by the fear of falling victim to the effects of the “evil eye45”. This
uneasy sensation of being watched by the dead or a demon in a nightmare was
also expressed in Heni’s letter to his dead father, discussed earlier. In other
texts, the demon is described as already having his face turned around in order
to remain incognito, as in the “Spell for a Mother and Child” where the demon
is described as “one who came in the utter darkness, who entered creeping – his
nose is behind him, his face turned back”46. To ensure that the demonic glance
will not possibly hurt the sleeper, all of the demon’s potential manifestations are
also prohibited from facing forward: his ba, his shape (appearance), his fleshy
body, his magical power, or any of his possible transformations47.

These beings wreak such havoc on the dreamer that a number of primordial
deities – Osiris (“Lord of All”), Those who Are, Atum, Wadjet, the Child, the

44. SZPAKOWSKA 2003a, p. 167.
45. BORGHOUTS 1971, p. 176-178.
46. P. Berlin 3027, C 1, 9-2, 6 in ERMAN 1901. Translation in BORGHOUTS 1978, p. 41, n° 65.
47. For a discussion of each of these elements and their potential for harm, see BORGHOUTS

1971, p. 178-180. SØRENSEN interprets this as a part of a magical argument where “just as the
magician may be identified with a god who is able to overcome the evil, his antagonist, the
demon, the enemy, the illness, may be named a being that is not part of the ordered world and
according to its principles shall not exist at all” (SØRENSEN 1984, p. 14).
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Lord of Truth, and Sia – must be called upon to repulse the invaders. Many of
these deities can be identified with those who journeyed with the sun-god Ra
during his nightly journeys48. Just as they helped him there defeat Apep, the
serpent of chaos, so in life they can help the sleeper against the chaotic power
of the nightmare-inducing demons. Indeed, the text includes an illustration of
the bark, which Borghouts notes resembles the neshemet bark of Osiris, who is
named in the invocation49. Because his myth plays such a crucial role in many
of these types of invocations, as well as in the nightly ultimate triumph and
regeneration of Ra, a depiction of the bark of Osiris would not be out of place
here, and indeed it can function as a divine being itself50.
As in the case of the P. Chester Beatty III spell, a ritual accompanies the

recitation which involves covering the man’s throat with a piece of linen upon
which the spell is written, until he has settled down and his sleep is once again
peaceful. It might be inferred that the patient here has woken up in some state
of agitation from his terrifying visions, and again, there is no importance laid
on his expressing details of his experience, but on his regaining a quiet state.
Although the remedy here is based upon written words, even the illiterate
patient could have availed himself of this spell. Such rituals are described by
Frankfurter as ones “in which people ‘tap’ the letters or words of inscribed
spells by pouring water over them51”. In this specific case, the letters are not
washed off, but were absorbed into the throat of the victim, rendering his
nightmare harmless. In fact, physical specimens of linen charms like this one
have survived to this day in museum collections such as that of Leiden52.

The concept of nightmares as being caused by intruding hostile entities is
confirmed again in spell-bearing Ostrakon Gardiner 363 from the New
Kingdom53.

“Male adversary, [female adversary …] be far [from …] dead male, dead female,
without coming.
He will not go forth face forwards, limbs as [sound] limbs – his heart is for the
evening-meal for the One in the Moment of Striking. NN born of NN has
[extracted] your hearts, dead ones. [He has] seized your hearts dead males and
dead females. He has offered them to the Striker [for] his sustenance of his limbs.
You all, you will not live! Your limbs are [his(?)] offering cakes. You will not
escape from the [4 Noble Ladies] from this fortress of Horus who is in Shenit.
To be said [over] the 4 Uraei made of pure clay and fire in their mouths. One is
placed on [each] corner [of each room(?)] in which there is a man or a woman
[…] sleeping with a man [or woman(?)].”

48. BORGHOUTS 1971, p. 32. These followers are briefly discussed in ESCHWEILER 1994,
p. 67-68.

49. BORGHOUTS 1971, p. 32.
50. KITCHEN 1975-1992, I, p. 620; and see Coffin Text 409 for an example.
51. FRANKFURTER 1994, p. 196.
52. RAVEN 1997.
53. RITNER 1990.
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The sleep-disturbing demons here are designated as male and female
adversaries and dead ones, who again are presented as reversed – as not facing
forwards and their limbs unsound – emphasizing their fundamental nature as
chaotic in stark contrast to the ordered world of the living. Their hearts are
removed, their power is consumed, and they are rendered inert and powerless
to escape in the very same fashion as are the enemies of Ra and Osiris every
night in the afterlife. Compositions in the tombs of New Kingdom pharaohs
portray through words and images the continual torture and torment (often by
fire) of the enemies and unjustified dead54.

This spell, as was the case with the other two, prescribes fire as an effective
counter-agent against nightmares. In the Leiden Papyrus, the fire, brought by
Sia, the god of perception, is described as a massive conflagration of the entire
cosmos – including the earth, the heavens, people and the gods themselves –
against which the sinister demon cannot hope to hide. In the Chester Beatty
Papyrus the fire is wielded and targeted against the enemies by the goddess Isis,
while in the ostrakon it is administered by four cobras. The use of a snake is not
coincidental, and indeed, another passenger in the bark of the Leiden spell is the
cobra goddess Wadjet. One of her aspects is that of the rearing cobra or
“uraeus” ready to strike and kill with her piercing gaze, spitting flames with her
fiery breath55. The relationship between fire and cobras is based on the very
physical reality of the nature of their venom which burns like fire. Cobras are
common in Africa today and one of the most dangerous is the spitting or black-
necked cobra. This snake can spray its burning venom directly at the eyes of its
provoker from a distance of over two metres. In Ancient Egyptian art, this fiery
spray was depicted by a series of arcing dots spewing from the mouth of the
snake and described as ḫ.t “fire”. On the ostrakon, the uraeus is even called the
“Striker”, or more literally “striking power”, referring to the lightening quick
piercing of the cobra’s fangs56, as well as the combustive nature of fire. Indeed,
this incendiary aspect is one of the roles played by the uraeus that adorned the
brow of the pharaoh himself. She was not only a symbol of Lower Egypt and
of the king’s rulership of the Delta, but she was also the physical manifestation
of the protective fiery eye of the sun itself.
The popularity of this choice of weapon hostile entities, hostile to both the

gods and to mortals is explained by Hornung, who notes that fire is the most
effective and visible method for destroying the enemies of order. Indeed, “in the
Egyptian version of the flood, the myth of the Celestial Cow, not a flood, but

54. For an overview of the main compositions see HORNUNG 1990 and 1999. Translations in
English of three of the main compositions (the Book ofAmDuat, the Book of Gates, and the Book
of Caverns) are now available in HORNUNG 2006.

55. This combination of the protective power of the snake and the burning fire can be found
as early as Pyramid Text 273 (Pyr. 396b-c), “His gods are on his head, his uraei are on his brow;
the guiding serpent of Unas is on his forehead: that which perceives the ba, useful, it burns.”

56. RITNER 1990, p. 31-32.
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the fire of the sun’s eye, destroys rebellious men57.” It is not surprising, then,
that fire would be employed to lighten the night and to prevent the invasion of
terrifying nightmare-causing fiends under the cover of darkness. Indeed, fire
was an important means of defence against bad dreams in a variety of cultures.
For example, among the Kagwahiv people of Brazil (who believed that the
presence of demons indicated nightmares) bad dreams were related while
sitting close to a fire in order to cancel and drive away any ominous prediction,
while good dreams were related while sitting away from the fire, so as to retain
their positive prediction58. In ancient Egypt, fire and fire-breathing cobras
protected the living, whether king or commoner, from any dead or demons who
attempted to gain access and terrify the living who are asleep, in a state that is
halfway between life and death.

While the uraeus of the king could be made of gold, the cobras described in
the spell were described as made of clay – a material accessible to all. And like
the linens that were used in conjunction with the Leiden spell, the physical
remains of those described in the ostrakon may have survived until the present
as well. Small uraei made of clay (usually Nile silt) have been excavated in
New Kingdom to Third Intermediate Period sites from Amarna north to the
Delta, and from Libya to the Levant along the Mediterranean Coast59. They are
often found with other portable objects such as headrests, figures of the deities
Bes and Taweret, male and female figurines, clay balls and animals, as well as
amulets. Their appearance in settlement sites, military installations, garrisons,
administrative centres, and way-stations – all areas where Egyptians would
have lived for extended periods of time – suggests that they were used as part
of rituals that were widespread and integrated into their lives60.
Many of the clay cobras are freestanding with flat bottoms, often decorated

in blue, red, yellow and black paint. While some of these are shaped simply as
cobras with flared hoods rising up from coiled tails others are more complex
and include a shape resembling a small offering stand rising from the base.
Others feature two protuberances added to the main body which could possibly
represent two smaller snakes on either side of the offering stand or bowl61. Yet
others seem to have been figures that were once attached to the bottoms of
wide-rimmed bowls62.

57. HORNUNG 1986, p. 24.
58. KRACKE 1987.
59. See the preliminary research in SZPAKOWSKA 2003c.
60. This author is currently engaged in a project that will involve a detailed investigation and

typology of all the cobra figurines, as well as the associated small finds and cultic installations
found within these settlements on Egypt’s fringe, within the broader context of private religious
interactions between Egypt and the Ancient Near East in the Late Bronze Age.

61. For examples and bibliography see SZPAKOWSKA 2003c.
62. For an example see KEMP 1981, p. 14-16, fig. 6.
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Few objects can be assigned a single restrictive function or a unique
purpose, and it is likely that the use of these clay cobras would vary according
to the specific needs of the individual. Some which were simple in form and had
no base could have been used to create a frieze of cobras above a cultic
installation, chapel, or temple. Some could have been used as votive offerings
representing devotions to one of a number of goddesses who are depicted either
fully or partially as snakes, including Renenutet (a goddess of the harvest and
grain), Meretseger (“One Who Loves Silence”), Neith (a warrior goddess of the
Delta), Wadjet (symbol of Lower Egypt), Mut (the consort of Amun whose
name means “mother”) and Weret-Hekau (“Great of Magic”), or a combination
of these deities. The nature of Egyptian gods was fluid and adaptable, as was
their iconography. Unless specifically named it is often difficult to associate an
artefact with a specific deity and syncretizations are common as well. For
example, Deir el-Medina has provided votive figures, stele, sketches and
sculptures that were dedicated to either Meretseger or Renenutet in snake form,
but also ones that were dedicated to the combined form of Renenutet-
Meretseger63.
However, certain types of the clay cobras could represent surviving

examples of ones that were used by the Egyptians to protect themselves from
nightmares and could represent the physical manifestation of the “Four Noble
Ladies” that are named in the spell above. The noble ladies are also described
as having “fire in their mouths”. It is possible that the bowls found on some of
the snakes were used to hold incense, or a coal, thus creating a sort of fire.
However, the extant examples that I have examined do not show any obvious
evidence of burning, or of having held any sort of resin. Another (more likely)
possibility is that the fire in their mouths was metaphorical, referring to the
burning spitting power of the protective cobra which would have been activated
by the very presence of the figurines in a room. By placing a cobra in each
corner of the room that contained a sleeper, a sacred space was created within
the confines of which the vulnerable individuals would be guarded from hostile
nocturnal entities. While in Early Iron Age Mesopotamia sleepers could be
warded from the divine demon Lamaštu or the effects of terrible nightmares by
clay models of guard dogs64, in Late Bronze Age Egypt the guardians of choice
may have been clay models of cobras. The cobra represents the fiery power of
the sun, illuminating the night, and effectively destroying enemies, whether the
cobra is associated with a particular deity at the time, or is used as a powerful
protective icon on its own.

Additional prophylactic weapons against nightmares and other agents of
chaos may have been apotropaic bedposts, inlaid headboards, and headrests.
Although the inscriptions on these artefacts do not refer directly to dreams or
nightmares, but rather to the closely related state of sleep they also may have

63. See for example SADEK 1987, p. 118-125.
64. WIGGERMAN 2000, p. 246.
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afforded Egyptian sleepers protection from nightmares. Both the ancient
Egyptian bedposts and the related inlaid decoration of headboards were
sometimes chiselled in the form of the dwarf god Bes65. This native Egyptian
god66 is instantly recognizable by his squat form, bowed legs, and leonine hair.
He can be depicted wearing a leopard skin symbolic of his liminal nature,
sometimes carrying an instrument such as a tambourine, and is portrayed in
full-frontal view frequently with a protruding tongue. Because the happier
aspects of life, such as music and dance, were under his purview, Bes was
particularly popular in households. But he also played a vital role protecting the
inhabitants of the house, particularly women and children, from a wide
assortment of enemies and conditions ranging from childbirth and childhood
diseases, to unwelcome nocturnal visits. Indeed, in the Ptolemaic Period, Bes
himself acquired a firm reputation as a god of dreams67.
It is therefore not surprising that the bedroom and its furniture were primary

locations for posting the representation of Bes. It can be found on bedposts, thus
offering constant protection to the vulnerable sleeper from any tormenting
demon coming from any direction, as well as on headboards and lamps as part
of the decoration which could also include images of any number of apotropaic
entities68. If a nightmare-inducing entity breached the protective perimeter
formed by the guardian cobras or passed even further beyond the apotropaic
images on the bed, the sleeper could still be protected by a decorated headrest.

Archaeologists have discovered new and unused specimens in tombs,
probably meant for use in the afterlife, but well-worn headrests have been found
as well, indicating that they were used in daily life as pillows – a use which is
consistent with other cultures in Africa, India, ancient China, and Oceania.
These headrests had multiple functions in addition to being comfortable
pillows. They served to protect the head of the sleeper from contact with the
soil, they were an important element of funerary equipment for intermediary
support between death and the afterlife, and in manyAfrican cultures – with the
notable exception of pharaonic Egypt – they facilitated the coming of dreams
by accessing the ancestral dead in particular dreams which aid in making
important decisions69.
In pharaonic Egypt, however, although headrests may be inscribed with

spells expressing the hope for a peaceful sleep70, there is no indication that they

65. See BALLOD 1913, p. 24-26; MICHAEILIDIS 1963-1964, p. 53-93; ROMANO 1989 and 1998.
66. The native origin of Bes was amply demonstrated by BALLOD in his dissertation (1913),

and has been reiterated by ROMANO 1989, p. 11-12.
67. MICHAEILIDIS 1963-1964, p. 70-73.
68. MALAISE 1987, p. 54.
69. FALGAYRETTES 1989; NETTLETON 1990; DEWEY 1993.
70. Headrest Heidelberg n° 290 for example is inscribed with the following formula which is

also found on two other artefacts : “Sleep well, the nose be joyful. When the day dawns, may
Amun see the Chief of Weavers, Kener.” SCHOTT 1958 has shown that this was more likely to
have been a spell to protect the living, rather than a funerary inscription.
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were used to entice good dreams. Rather, there are a number of headrests
inscribed with one or more figures of a helpful and apotropaic deity71. The
practice of applying charms on headrests to withstand the many dangers of the
night is paralleled in a number of cultures. In ninth-century China ceramic
pillows and headrests began to be designed bearing zoomorphic forms to ward
off hostile spirits. Lions and tigers were particularly popular, as they were
believed to possess “supernatural powers” and could protect the vulnerable
sleeper72, while in other areas of Asia tapirs, who were believed to eat bad
dreams were the guardians of choice73. In Japan, it was a hybrid creature called
a “baku”, made up of parts of a bear, elephant, rhinocerous, ox, and tiger, who
was credited with consuming nightmares74. In a tradition reminiscent of Egypt,
at times the neckrests be left unillustrated and decorated with the name “baku”
only, in order to avoid giving too much life to the ferocious beast.

One of the most common Egyptian apotropaic images can be identified as a
specific aspect of Bes, that is the warrior ‘ḥ‘ (“the fighter”). But guardians could
also take the form of a griffin, as a hippopotamus goddess, or as a fantastic
creature containing the most recognizable portions of powerful animals such as
crocodiles, lions, panthers, hippos, hawks, and the Seth-animal. Along with
their frightening appearance, these deities guarded and defended their
vulnerable wards with an assortment of weapons such as spears, daggers, snake
staffs, and hand-held rearing striking cobras. In some cases the cobras can be
seen in the mouth of the deity, their power in the process of being consumed and
absorbed by the deity, while in others the snakes are firmly grasped in their
hands. These snakes are here wielded in the same manner as more conventional
weapons such as spears and daggers. The smiting pose itself is similar to that
found in Ancient Near Eastern imagery75, including the traditional smiting pose
of the Egyptian pharaoh, emphasizing the victory of order over chaos. The
deities often appear in leopard- or panther-garb emphasizing their affiliation
with the wilderness, thus enhancing their power over enemies of order. The
goddess Neith herself makes a rare appearance as the guardian of sleep on a
headrest from the Saite Period, which depicts her shooting her arrows at an
enemy who had presumably intended to bother the sleeper76. In general,
however, the deities represented on the headrests are not the major gods of the
Ennead or their entourage, but hybrids similar or identical to the ones who
appear on Middle Kingdom carved hippopotamus tusks, a birth brick77, and

71. For these apotropaic headrests see PERRAUD 1998, 2002, and her dissertation to which she
graciously granted me access.

72. MCCALLUM 1993, p. 151.
73. FALGAYRETTES 1989, p. 108.
74. MCCALLUM 1993, p. 160.
75. See WIGGERMAN 1992 and 2000 for comparable examples.
76. DARESSY 1909-1910, p. 177-179.
77. WEGNER 2002.
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even on a cup seemingly designed for the feeding of infants or the ill78. In all
cases, their main function was the guardianship and protection of vulnerable
individuals, including those who were in the liminal zone of sleep.

Summary
The evidence suggests that in Ancient Egypt, a dream, good or bad, could be

thought of as an external phenomenon – a liminal zone between the world of
the living and of the divine. It provided visual access for the dreamer into the
duat, but passage through the barriers seems to have been restricted to the
inhabitants of the other world. Thus a god could make him or herself visible to
a mortal in a dream, but so could the hostile dead. These included the traditional
enemies of the gods and the unjustified dead, but also the transfigured dead. The
Egyptian abhorrence of recording anything negative in detail prevents us from
ever knowing the contents of the nightmares. Nevertheless, as amorphous and
vague though the textual references may be, they reveal that the emotions
evoked by many of the dreams, as well as their characteristics, match those of
what we call nightmares. Rather than being rooted in an internal psychological
disturbance, for the Egyptians nightmares could be classed with other
potentially hostile forces such as foreign enemies, slander and conspiracies, or
with physical ailments and disorders that where themselves blamed on external
fiends. The cause of nightmares was not ascribed to any particular demon, but
rather to the generic hosts of hostile dead and other chaotic beings who had
crossed over from the afterlife.

The ancient Egyptians did not incorporate a god of dreams into their
pantheon79, neither as a deity personally responsible for the nocturnal antics of
his minions, nor as a specific protective deity responsible for protecting the
sleeper from nightmares and for sending good dreams. However, sufferers of
nightmares had recourse to spells that invoked the most puissant deities for aid
in the battle against the entities responsible for bad dreams. Fire was a favourite
weapon of the gods, for it not only brightened the night, but effectively and
annihilated the chaotic enemies of order. Bedposts, headboards, and headrests
could be decorated with images of fiercely protective guardians taking the form
of powerful animals and hybrids wielding weapons that included daggers,
spears, and rearing cobras. Other apotropaic devices may have included clay
ureai placed in the corners of rooms to form a defensive perimeter around those
inside. In many ways, the Ancient Egyptian methods for combating nightmares
was not so far off from those of today as we might think – dream-catchers made

78. ALTENMÜLLER 1965 and 1986; WEGNER 2002; ALLEN 2005, p. 30-31, object 23;
SZPAKOWSKA 2008, p. 24-31, p. 47-48.

79. In contrast, for example, with Mesopotamia, where the trouble was dealt with in part by
establishing a “Lord of Dreams”, as explained in OPPENHEIM 1956, p. 232.
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of sinew and willow are hung over a bed, children sleep with a favourite teddy-
bear or blanket for security, rooms are lit with a nightlight, and just before sleep
a wish may be offered for “sweet dreams”.
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